TROOP 20 CAMPING LIST
Devil’s Lake November Campout

____

Swim Suit and & TOWEL: We’ll be going to a water park on Saturday Evening

____

SCOUT HANDBOOK: There's always an opportunity to get something signed off on a campout.

____

SLEEPING BAG: A reasonably warm bag. If using a summer bag, supplement it with a liner bag or blanket.

____

FOAM PAD or THERMO-REST: Especially important for comfort and staying warm.

____

GROUND CLOTH: Must be waterproof, a barrier to go under the foam pad and necessary during all seasons.

____

RAIN SUIT: Could be a poncho, but a rain suit works best.

____

BACKPACK or HOCKEY BAG - Hold everything, but be able to carry it easily.

____

CAP: With a visor (we hope to be in the sun). Helps keep warm at night.

____

UNDERWEAR: Always one more pair than the number of days we are on the campout (and long insulated
style if your sleeping bag is questionable warmth).

____

PAJAMAS: Flannel pj's are best, also, sweats work well. Anything too small and tight will make you cold.

____

FLEECE (better than a SWEATSHIRT, which can get wet and cold).

____

SHORT PANTS: It gets very hot and sweaty climbing up these dunes.

____

LONG PANTS: Can get VERY cold at night.

____

EXTRA CLOTHES: We will not carry too far from the car, so you can afford some spare warm clothes and
change of clothes if it is rainy.

____

JACKET/COAT/WIND PARKA: Bring a coat or jacket, it can be very cold.

____

SOCKS: Scouts may get their feet wet in the lake.

____

SHOES: Hiking Boots for hiking Devil’s Lake trails.

____

TOILET KIT: Should contain a small bar of soap, toothpaste, toothbrush, a few Band-Aids, comb, etc.

____

TOILET PAPER: You never know if any is available at the campsite.

____

FLASHLIGHT AND BATTERIES: A small one will do. Be sure to check the batteries.

____

MESS KIT: This can be a store bought one or one put together from home consisting of a knife, fork, spoon,
plastic bowl or metal plate, and an unbreakable cup.

____

NALGENE WATER BOTTLE: We will have water at the campsite, but you will need to bring water on the hike.
	
  

